In this research, we propose a methodology to develop OD matrices using mobile phone Call 
Background

57
Reliable Origin-Destination (OD) matrices are critical inputs for analyzing transportation 58 initiatives. Traditional approaches of developing OD matrices rely on roadside and household 59 surveys, and/or traffic counts. The roadside and household surveys for origin destination involve 60 expensive data collection and thereby have limited sample sizes and lower update frequencies.
61
Moreover, they are prone to sampling biases and reporting errors (e.g.1,2,3). Estimation of 62 reliable OD matrices from traffic link count data on the other hand is extremely challenging 63 since very often the data is limited in extent and can lead to multiple plausible non-unique OD 64 matrices (4,5). A number of Bayesian methods (e.g.6,7,8), Generalized Least Squares approaches 65 (e.g.9,10), Maximum Likelihood Approaches (11), and Correlation Methods (e.g.12,13,14) have 66 been used to tackle the indeterminacy problem. These approaches typically use target matrices rates of GPS devices (especially in developing countries).
73
Mobile phone users on the other hand also leave footprints of their approximate locations 74 whenever they make a call or send an SMS. Over the last decade, mobile phone penetration rates 75 have increased manifold both in developed and developing countries: the current penetration 76 rates being 128% and 89% in developed and developing countries respectively (20 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we describe the data followed by the 
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The mobile phone penetration rate is approximated to be more than 90% in Dhaka (66.36% 
CDR Data
123
The CDR data, collected from Grameenphone Ltd, consists of calls from 6.9 million users
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(which are more than 65% of the population of the study area) over a month. This comprises of data therefore cannot be used as a stand-alone source to reliably capture the OD pattern.
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In this research, we therefore plan to combine the two data sources. The OD pattern is generated 175 using the CDR data and scaled up to match the traffic counts. The scaling factors are determined 176 using a microscopic traffic simulator platform MITSIMLab (42) using an optimization based 177 approach which aims to minimize the differences between observed and simulated traffic counts 178 at the points where the traffic counts are available.
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The methodology is summarized in Figure 5 and described in the subsequent sections. 
Conversion of tower-to-tower t-OD to node-to-node t-OD
208
For application of the t-ODs in traffic analyses, the origin and destination towers need to be Node 2 are candidate nodes for association with Tower 2. As the major portion of A t is connected 234 to Node 2 and the remaining portion is connected to Node 1, they are ranked 1 and 2 respectively 235 for Tower 2. The data format after this step is presented in Figure 7b . As seen in the figure, this 
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The same process is used for all users and node-to-node t-OD matrices for each time period of 243 each day are derived.
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Finding the scaling factor and determining the actual OD matrix
246
As discussed, the node-to-node t-OD matrix ( --!" ) provides the trip patterns for developing the 247 actual OD matrix (O !" ). However, in order to determine the actual OD matrix, the t-OD needs to 248 be scaled to match the real traffic flows. A scaling factor !" is used in this regard:
It may be noted that !" takes into account the market penetration rates (i.e. not every user has a 250 mobile phone or uses the specific service provider), the mobile phone non-usage issue (i.e. matrix. The generated outputs include traffic flow at specified locations in the network.
262
The node-to-node OD matrix derived from the mobile phone data are provided as the initial or 
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The optimization problem can be represented as follows:
Where, However, to make the optimization problem more tractable, group-wise scaling factors are used 279 rather than an individual scaling factor for each OD pair. The grouping is based on the analyses 280 of the CDR data. This simplifies the problem as follows:
Where, 
Results
291
The mobile phone network within the study area comprises of 1360 towers which have been total number of node-to-node t-ODs are presented in Table 1 . to determine scaling factors has been formulated as follows:
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